
Jacob Quintana
Front-End Developer

About

Jacob is a recent software engineer 
graduate with 5 years of previous 
experience in the film and 
advertising industry.

Education

Turing School of 
Software & Design

Graduated 2022 / Denver, Colorado 

Skills

Git

WebPack

CI/CD

RESTful API

Test driven development 

UX/UI	

Heroku

Photography

Cinematography

Languages

Javascript

React

TypeScript

GraphQL

SCSS

HTML/CSS

Cypress

Mocha/Chai

303-588-0964

 jacobquintaa@gmail.com

GH: Jayquintana

Jacob Quintana Turing Portfolio

Projects 

One Minute Writer GitHub  Live site

Tech Used:   React   |   TypeScript  |   Cypress   |   GraphQL  |   Ruby   |   Python

One minute writer is for creatives who are seeking inspiration and a space to 
document and organize their ideas and writing. They can track their progress 
through metrics on a user dashboard as well as revisit and edit past writings. In our 
writing page the user is gifted with some inspiration to help them start the writing 
process through a random word, image, and an audio.

Art From The Heart:  GitHub  Live site

Tech Used:   React   |   TypeScript   |   Cypress   |   HTML5   |   SCSS

Art from the heart is an application that implements a public api from the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Our application allows users to view art without bias so they 
can view art with an authentic opinion. Giving artists real feedback and art lovers 
the ability to be honest.

Rancid Tomatillos:  GitHub  Live site

Tech Used:   React   |   React Router   |   Cypress   |   RESTful API   |   HTML5   |   CSS

Rancid Tomatillos is a mock project of Rotten Tomatoes  that allows the user to 
filter through a list of movies and search the movie by name. If you click a movie it 
will display that individual movie details along with a movie trailer. We used a public 
API to display our movie images and information from each movie.

Experience

UbreakIFix — Repair Technician
12/19 - 4/21 Denver, CO

 Helping customers with laptop, phone, and game system repairs
 Technical knowledge to properly diagnose and fix a repair
 Adaptable thinking and necessary problem solving skills, high level communication 

and collaboration. 

Flatirons Political Art  — Film and Media Lab Manager
10/17 - 7/19  / Denver, CO

 Filmed and directed 20+ promotional videos from development to finished product 
used for website and social media purposes

 Managed online content on social media platforms for brand aesthetic and awareness. 

Freelance Videographer / editor
6/16 - present  / Denver, CO

 Directed, filmed, and edited an advertisements for Menez, a fashion design company . 
Published in Elegant Magazine July 201

 Content creator and videographer for D&i Supply Clothing Company.

https://github.com/Jayquintana
https://terminal.turing.edu/profiles/1210
https://github.com/one-minute-writer/one_minute_writer_fe.git
https://one-minute-writer.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/mr-ryan12/art-from-the-heart.git
https://art-from-the-heart-mr-ryan12.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Jayquintana/Rancid_Tomatillos.git
https://rancid-tomatillos-jayquintana.vercel.app/

